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Abstract: Several graphical methods for testing univariate composite normality from an

i.i.d. sample are presented. They are endowed with correct simultaneous error bounds and

yield size-correct tests. As all are based on the empirical CDF, they are also consistent for

all alternatives. For one test, called the modified stabilized probability test, or MSP, a highly

simplified computational method is derived, which delivers the test statistic and also a highly

accurate p-value approximation, essentially instantaneously. The MSP test is demonstrated

to have higher power against asymmetric alternatives than the well-known and powerful

Jarque-Bera test. A further size-correct test, based on combining two test statistics, is shown

to have yet higher power. The methodology employed is fully general and can be applied to

any i.i.d. univariate continuous distribution setting.
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1. Introduction

We consider testing the composite null hypothesis that an independent, identically distributed (i.i.d.)

set of data comes from some normal distribution; the actual values of the location and scale terms, µ and

σ, are not part of the null hypothesis. The method we propose can be applied to any univariate continuous

distribution: we demonstrate it also for the composite Weibull, though we develop the procedure and

simplify the calculations only for composite normality.
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In light of the growing recognition of the ubiquity of non-Gaussian processes, particularly, but not

only, in financial econometrics and quantitative risk management, it might seem that normality testing

is becoming less relevant. This is, however, not the case: for any proposed model that results in a set

of (approximately) i.i.d. data from a particular distribution, the fitted cumulative distribution function

(CDF) can be applied to the data points, and then, the inverse CDF of the normal distribution can be

applied, so that the tests herein can be used.

Particularly in the case of multivariate models with hundreds or thousands of financial assets, in

which non-Gaussian generalized autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity (GARCH) types of filters

are applied for the location and time-varying scale of each return series, yielding approximate i.i.d.

data, it is useful to have a size-correct test that delivers a p-value essentially instantaneously. After

the aforementioned CDF transformations, the modified stabilized probability (MSP) test herein can be

quickly applied, to each individual filtered asset return, and the resulting set of p-values can be inspected

as, say, a boxplot. This can also be done through time in moving windows exercises, and a plot of a

set of empirical quantiles of the p-values versus time can be delivered, thus showing the quality of the

distributional assumption over time. Examples of where this method is directly applicable include the

non-Gaussian multivariate models for financial asset returns in [1,2]; it is showcased in their respective

extensions, [3] and [4].

Recall that a test of size α is unbiased (for sample sizes larger than N ) if, for all values of (vector)

parameter θ that index the distribution under the alternative hypothesis (and for all sample sizes n > N ),

the power is never less than α. Furthermore, a test of size α is consistent if, for all values of parameter

θ that index the distribution under the alternative hypothesis, the power tends to one as the sample size

tends to infinity. Our proposed tests are size-correct, unbiased and consistent.

The starting point is the determination of simultaneous null bands for the Q-Q plot. This problem is

more generally known as calibration for simultaneity and embodies numerous applications; see [5] for an

overview and general methodology and [6] for work in the multiple sample case. Since the availability of

inexpensive computing, methods for their construction became available; see, e.g., [7] (p. 154), [8–12],

as well as the references therein. Our method is clearly related to that of [8,9], though their computational

method is different. Furthermore, those authors: (i) concentrate mostly on the case in which the full

distribution is specified as opposed to the composite case; (ii) in the composite case, they compare

different estimates for the two parameters of the normal distribution and then use them as part of the

fully-specified distribution, as opposed to use of the simulation method considered herein to adjust for

parameter estimation; (iii) require simulation (as does our method), but do not simplify the calculations

(as we do), so that the graphic and test statistics (and, in our case, also a p-value) are delivered

instantaneously, i.e., in our case, simulation is no longer required; and (iv) neither claim nor demonstrate

that their resulting graphical test is size-correct in the composite null case. 1

In addition to detailing a method that is size-correct, our primary contribution is, first, the development

of a new graphical method; second, its associated test statistic, denoted MSP, for which we drastically

1 Aldor-Noiman et al. [8] also claim that “only the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test has a graphical representation”, apparently

not being aware of the work of [13,14] or [15]. They do, however, cite [11] on page 250 and mention that his procedure

is also graphical.
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simplify the computation, such that it is computed essentially instantaneously; and third, the development

of another new test statistic, based on a combination of tests, which yields higher power than its

constituent elements. The resulting test exhibits higher power than numerous tests against asymmetric

alternatives and also fairs well with respect to heavy-tailed alternatives. MATLAB code is available from

the author upon request.

The rest of this paper is outlined as follows. Section 2 provides a brief overview of the main statistical

objects that we will use throughout the paper. Section 3 details the proper construction of simultaneous

null bands for the Q-Q plot and the resulting test statistic for composite normality. Section 4 discusses

other, related, plots based on the empirical CDF, including the development of our new test, and how to

render it computable almost instantaneously. Section 5 briefly outlines the Jarque-Bera, Ghosh and an

information-theoretic-based test from [16] for composite normality. Section 6 details how to combine

tests to form ones that are more powerful, summarizes the power results of 12 normality tests and looks

at power envelopes. Section 7 provides some concluding remarks.

2. Review of Relevant Material

Consider an i.i.d. sample, X1, . . . , Xn, from a continuous distribution with cumulative distribution

function (CDF) F . The usual approximation to Pr (X ≤ t) is the empirical CDF, or ECDF,

F̂emp (t) = P̂r (X ≤ t) = n−1

n∑

i=1

I(−∞,t] (Xi) ,

where the indicator function IA (x) is equal to one if x ∈ A and zero otherwise. The definition of the

ECDF could be used for computing it for any given value of t, though it is more efficient to realize

that, for a continuous distribution, if Yi is the i-th order statistic of the data, Y1 < Y2 < · · · < Yn,

then F̂emp (Yi) is i/n. To help account for the discreteness of the estimator in the continuous distribution

case, Blom [17] suggested to use F̂emp (Yi) = (i−γ)/(n−2γ+1), for some γ ∈ (0, 1), ideally dependent

on n and i, but as a compromise, either γ = 0.5 or γ = 3/8, i.e., (i− 0.5)/n or (i− 3/8)/(n+ 1/4).

Its counterpart is the CDF of F when using the fitted parameters of the distribution, denoted F̂fit.

When the assumed parametric model is wrong, there will, statistically speaking, be a discrepancy

between the empirical and fitted CDFs. As such, the maximal distance between the two suggests itself as

a test, this being the Kolmogorov-Smirnov distance, introduced by Kolmogorov in 1933. It is given by

D = supx∈R

∣∣F̂emp(x)−FX(x)
∣∣, where FX is the hypothesized true distribution function of X . For data

from an underlying continuous distribution and with observed order statistics y1 < y2 < · · · < yn, it is

calculated as KD = maxi |F̂emp(yi)− F̂fit(yi)|.
It is reasonable to consider plotting F̂emp(Yi) versus F̂fit(Yi), i = 1, . . . , n. When F̂emp is on the

x-axis and F̂fit is on the y-axis, this is referred to as a probability-probability plot, or P-P plot. Note that,

for each point yi, both the empirical and fitted CDF are estimating the true probability FX(yi). If the

fitted CDF is the correct one, then we expect the plotted points to lie “close” to a 45◦-line in the unit

box. While such plots are indeed used, it is more popular to invert the empirical and fitted CDF to get

the corresponding quantile functions and to plot these. This is the quantile-quantile plot, or Q-Q plot.

In particular, instead of plotting F̂emp versus F̂fit, we plot F̂−1
fit (F̂emp(Yi); θ̂) = F̂−1

fit (ti; θ̂) on the x-axis,

for ti = F̂emp(Yi), and the sorted data Yi = F̂−1
fit (F̂fit (Yi)) on the y-axis.
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Related to the KDis the Anderson-Darling statistic [18,19], which is a weighted form of the KD

statistic, given by:

AD = max
i

|F̂emp(yi)− F̂fit(yi)|√
F̂fit(yi)

[
1− F̂fit(yi)

] .

Observe that it divides by a term proportional to (an estimate of) the standard deviation of F̂emp(yi)

and so arguably weights discrepancies more appropriately across the support of the distribution.

As emphasized by Anderson and Darling [19] (p. 767), as F̂ approaches zero or one, the reciprocal

of the weight function becomes large, and thus, this choice of weighting function weights the tails more

heavily, increasing the sensitivity of the test in this area.

There are several other goodness-of-fit measures related to the KD statistic. These include the

Cramér-von Mises and Watson’s statistics, given respectively by:

W 2 =
n∑

i=1

(
zi −

2i− 1

2n

)2

+
1

12n
, U2 = W 2 − n

(
z̄ − 1

2

)2

,

where zi = F̂fit(yi; θ̂) refers to the parametrically-fitted CDF, y1, . . . , yn are the order statistics and z̄ is

the mean of the zi. Discussion of Watson’s statistic, and the original references, can be found in [20].

We will use these and other tests in the comparison studies in Sections 4.5 and 6.2 below.

We will extensively detail power against two alternatives to the normal for assessing the power and

use a third alternative also as a demonstration. The first is Student’s t distribution, which is fat-tailed,

but symmetric. The second is the Azzalini [21] skew-normal. Its location-zero, scale-one probability

density function (PDF) is:

fSN(z; λ) = 2φ(z)Φ(λz), λ ∈ R, (1)

where φ and Φ are the standard normal PDF and CDF, respectively. Note that it is asymmetric, but

not fat-tailed. When λ = 0, fSN reduces to the standard normal density; otherwise, it is skewed.

Skew-normal realizations can be generated from the method given in [21] (p. 172).

Figure 1 shows the power of the KD, AD, W 2 and U2 tests against these two alternatives, as a function

of the respective distribution parameter.
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Figure 1. (Top) Power of the KD test for normality, using size α = 0.05, for three different

sample sizes, and the Student’s t alternative (left) and skew normal alternative (right), based

on one million replications. (Middle) The same, but for the AD test. (Bottom) The same, but

power of the W 2 (lines without circles) and U2 (lines with circles) test for normality. The

W 2 and U2 power curves for the Student’s t alternative are graphically indistinguishable.

A third alternative we consider is the mixed normal. This can be challenging to differentiate from

normality when the component means are equal, in which case it is symmetric. In addition, such

equal-means mixtures (in the non-degenerate case, i.e., the variances are not the same) always have

kurtosis larger than three [22], but are still thin-tailed distributions, as opposed to Student’s t.

3. Null Bands

Inspection of a Q-Q plot to determine the appropriateness of the conjectured distribution is

meaningless without appropriate error bounds. It is well-known that, with Y1, . . . , Yn, the order statistics

of i.i.d. sample X1, . . . , Xn, each with PDF and CDF fX and FX , respectively, as n → ∞,

Y⌊np⌋
app∼ N

(
F−1
X (p),

p(1− p)

n
{
fX
[
F−1
X (p)

]}2

)
, p ∈ (0, 1). (2)

For a fixed n, this asymptotic approximation tends to be relatively accurate for the center order

statistics, but suffers as p in (2) approaches zero or one. Moreover, in applications for which data

are generated from power-tail distributions, e.g., Pareto, Student’s t, stable Paretian, Weibull, etc., this

asymptotic result is not useful for reasonable sample sizes.

Section 3.1 shows how to correctly map pointwise and simultaneous significance levels pertaining to

a Q-Q plot, while Section 3.2 develops the resulting test methodology and shows power curves.
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3.1. Mapping Pointwise and Simultaneous Significance Levels

Consider how simulation can be used to obtain the bounds. A seemingly natural starting point

would be to construct pointwise confidence intervals for each F−1
fit (ti;θ), i = 1, . . . , n, where, again,

ti = F̂emp(Yi). Based on the true parameter (in this case, θ = (µ,σ) for the normal distribution), we

generate a large number, say s = 20, 000 normal random samples of length n with parameters µ and σ,

sort each and store them (in an s×n matrix). Then, for i = 1, . . . , n, the 0.05 and 0.95 sample quantiles

are computed from the set of s simulated i-th order statistics. Next, the usual Q-Q plot is made, along

with the bands corresponding to the obtained 0.05 and 0.95 quantiles. This results in 90% pointwise null

bands. For each F−1(ti;θ), i = 1, . . . , n, this gives a range, such that it contains the i-th sorted data

value, on average, 90% of the time. We will now investigate the consequences of simply replacing θ

with θ̂.

Figure 2 shows the results for demonstration. Notice that both Q-Q plots refer to the same dataset.

The first one uses the estimated values of µ and σ from the data; these are µ̂ = 10.484, σ̂ = 1.852. The

second plot uses the true values of µ = 10 and σ = 2. In the first plot, there is only one point of the 50

that exceeds the 90% band and none that exceed the 95% band. If the plotted points were independent

(they are not; they are order statistics), then we would expect about 10% of the points, or five in this

case, to exceed the 90% bounds, and two or three points to exceed the 95% bounds. Of course, perhaps

we “just got lucky” with this dataset, but repeating the exercise shows that, more often than not, very few

points exceed the bounds when we use the estimated parameters. Looking at the top right Q-Q plot in

Figure 2, which uses the same dataset, but the true parameter values, we see that there are several points

that exceed the bounds. Thus, it appears that, by fitting the parameters and drawing the pointwise null

bands, we get a false sense of the goodness of fit. Indeed, this makes sense: by fitting the parameters, we

alter the shape of the parametric distribution we are entertaining in such a way that it best accommodates

the observed data. In practice, we naturally do not know the true parameters and will need to estimate

them. Therefore, we need a way of accounting for this statistical artifact. This is done next.

In addition to addressing the problem of having to use estimated parameter values, we also wish to

design 100(1 − α)% simultaneous null bands, where α is, say, 0.10, 0.05 or 0.01. This means that,

when using, say, 90% simultaneous null bands, if we were to repeatedly conduct the experiment, then

in 90% of the cases, the Q-Q plot will be such that no points fall outside the null bands. It is not at all

obvious how such a region can be optimally constructed, in the sense of having the smallest area while

still possessing the correct desired simultaneous significance level. The problem can be made feasible

and still maintain the latter constraint by restricting the search to pointwise null bands on the F−1
fit (ti;θ),

i = 1, . . . , n, such that each has the same significance level. More formally, let U = (0, 1) denote

the open unit interval. Then, we wish to construct a mapping, say s : U × N → U, such that, for a

pointwise significance level p ∈ U and a sample size n ∈ N, s(p, n) is the simultaneous significance

level. For fixed p and n, s can be determined by simulation; and if this is done for a suitably chosen

grid of p and n points, say G, then interpolation can be used to approximate s for any p and n contained

in the range spanned by G. This can then be used to get what we are actually interested in, namely

p = s−1(s0, n). That is, given a desired simultaneous significance level s0 and fixed sample size n, we

want that value of p, such that s0 = s(p, n).
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Figure 2. Q-Q plot for a random N(10, 2) sample of size n = 50 with 10% and 5% pointwise

null bands obtained via simulation (top panels), using the estimated parameters (left) and the

true parameters (right) of the data. The bottom ones are similar, but based on the asymptotic

distribution in (2).

Note that this method used to obtain the mapping s is simple to implement. However, it is quite

slow, because it involves nested simulation. Worse, for each simulated dataset in the outer loop, we

have to estimate the parameters of the model. For the normal, this is not expensive, because the

estimators are closed-form; but for other models, such as the beta, gamma, Weibull, Student’s t, stable

Paretian, etc., numerical methods are required to compute the MLE, rendering this procedure even

more time consuming.

We conducted this for n = 10, 20, 50, 100 and 500, each using a different vector of pointwise

significance levels p to best capture the range of interest for the simultaneous levels. The results are

plotted in the left panel of Figure 3 (we used µ = 0 and σ = 1, but the results are invariant to these

values). Then, we can compute s−1
Norm(0.01, 100) to be 0.0080, i.e., to achieve a simultaneous significance

level of s0 = 0.01 for sample size n = 100, we would use a pointwise value of p = 0.0080. Similarly,

for n = 50, 20 and 10, we would use 0.01375, 0.0330 and 0.0750, respectively.

As is evident from envisioning a 45◦ line in the plot, we see that, perhaps somewhat unexpectedly,

sNorm(p, n) can be both less than or greater than p, depending on both p and n. Our intuition would

suggest that we would need to take p, the pointwise significance level, to be very close to zero (meaning

the null bands are very wide), in order to get the simultaneous significance level s to be a typical value,

say 0.05. That is, we expect sNorm(p, n) > p. This is indeed the case as n gets larger, but for small n, it is

just the opposite: we should use rather narrow pointwise intervals in order to get a simultaneous level of,
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say, 0.05. What appears to be a paradox (or a mistake) is easily resolved, recalling that the parameters

are estimated. In particular, in small samples, they will be relatively inaccurate, reflecting the random

characteristics of the small sample and, thus, giving rise to a spuriously better-fitting Q-Q plot, as in the

left panels of Figure 2.
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Figure 3. The mapping between pointwise and simultaneous significance levels, for normal

data (left) and Weibull data (right) using sample size n.

As mentioned in the Introduction, the methodology can be applied to any continuous univariate

distribution. To illustrate, a similar exercise was repeated, but using random samples of Weibull data,

with typical PDF fWeib (x;β, 0, 1) = βxβ−1 exp
{
−xβ

}
I(0,∞) (x). The location parameter was fixed at

zero, but a scale parameter, σ, was introduced, so that there are two unknown parameters to be estimated,

β and σ. Simulations were done using σ = 1 and three different values of β; 0.5, 1 and 2. For each,

the two sample sizes n = 20 and n = 50 were used. The results are shown in the right panel of

Figure 3. As with the normal case, the s-curves corresponding to the larger sample size n = 50 lie above

those for n = 20. For n = 20, the value of β makes a small, but noticeable difference in the function

sWeib(p,β, n), whereas for n = 50, the difference is no longer discernible. This again reflects the fact

that, for small sample sizes, the effect of having to estimate unknown parameters is more acute.

3.2. Q-Q Test

Once we have the mapping from pointwise to simultaneous significance levels for a given sample size

n and a particular parametric distribution, we can use it for testing if the data are in accordance with that

distribution. In particular, we would reject the null hypothesis of, say, normality at significance level α,

if any points in the normal Q-Q plot exceed their pointwise null band, where p, the pointwise significance

level, is chosen, such that α = s(p, n). We will refer to this as the Q-Q test of size α. Furthermore, via

simulation, we can obtain the power of this test for a specified alternative.

As discussed above, p = s−1
Norm(0.05, 50) is obtained via interpolation to be about 0.03816. For the

power against a Student’s t alternative with n = 50 and size α = 0.05, we would simulate, say s1 times, a

random sample of Student’s t data of length n, with v degrees of freedom, sort it and, for each of these s1

datasets, compute its mean and variance, then simulate, say s2 times, a normal random sample of length

n with that mean and variance, sort it and store it. From those s2 sorted series, compute the empirical
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p/2 and 1 − p/2 quantiles. Then, we record if any of the n sorted Student’s t data points exceeds its

pointwise bound. This is repeated s1 times, and the mean of these Bernoulli random variables is the

(approximate) power.

As a check on the size, we confirm the test has the correct significance level; that is, for α = 0.05,

n = 50 and p = 0.03816 and using s1 = 2000 and s2 = 10, 000, the power is 0.05050. Plotting the

power as a function of v gives the power curve, as shown in the left panel of Figure 4. Overlaid are also

the power curves corresponding to n = 20 and n = 100. The right panel of Figure 4 is similar, but uses

the skew normal distribution (1) as the alternative, indexed by its asymmetry parameter λ. For λ = 0,

the power coincides with the size; otherwise, the power is greater. The power also increases with sample

size, for a given λ > 0. The Q-Q test for normality is thus, for these alternatives, unbiased, and it is

necessarily consistent, because of the Glivenko-Cantelli theorem, i.e., the ECDF is such that F̂emp (t)

converges almost surely to F (t) uniformly i.e., supt

∣∣F̂emp (t)−F (t)
∣∣ a.s.→ 0 as n → ∞, and the fact that

F embodies all information about the random variable.

Comparison with the power of the KD and AD statistics (using size 0.05) reveals that the Q-Q test

is almost as powerful as the AD test for Student’s t and more powerful than the KD test for the skew

normal alternatives.
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Figure 4. Power of Q-Q test for normality, for three different sample sizes, and the

Student’s t alternative (left) and skew normal alternative (right), based on simulation

with 1000 replications.

4. Further P-P and Q-Q Type Plots

We discuss two less well-known variations of P-P and Q-Q plots, which are arguably more useful as

graphical devices for indicating potential deviation from normality. Moreover, we augment them in such

a way as to yield tests that are vastly simpler to compute than the Q-Q test, have the correct size and

turn out to have impressive power properties against relevant alternatives. As Thode [23] (p. 1) remarks,

“Although formal testing procedures allow an objective judgment of normality, ... they do not generally

signal the reason for rejecting a null hypothesis, nor do they have the ability to compensate for masking

effects within the data which may cause acceptance of a null hypothesis.”
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4.1. (Horizontal) Stabilized P-P Plots

Consider the P-P plot; Michael [14] proposed a simple and effective transformation that renders the

variance of F̂fit nearly uniform over the support of X . He termed this the stabilized probability plot,

which we abbreviate as the S-P plot. It plots gi (on the x-axis) versus hi, where:

gi =
2

π
arcsin

(
t
1/2
i

)
and hi =

2

π
arcsin

(
F̂

1/2
fit (yi)

)
. (3)

To see why this works, let U ∼ Unif(0, 1) and S = (2/π) arcsin(U1/2). Then, recalling the

trigonometric identity sin (x− y) + sin (x+ y) = 2 sin x cos y,

fS(s) = fU (u)

∣∣∣∣
du

ds

∣∣∣∣ = I(0,1)

(
sin2

(πs
2

)) ∣∣∣∣
du

ds

∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣

du

ds

∣∣∣∣

= π sin
(πs
2

)
cos
(πs
2

)
=

π

2
sin (πs) I(0,1) (s) ,

dubbed the sine distribution by Michael [14]. The range of s follows because, for v = u1/2, 0 < v <

1 ⇒ 0 < arcsin (v) < π/2, so 0 < s < 1 for s = (2/π) arcsin(u1/2). Some integration by parts reveals

that E [X] = 1/2 and V (X) = 1/4 − 2/π2. Now, consider its i-th order statistic Yi out of n. The PDF

works out to:

fYi
(y) =

π n!

2n (n− i)! (i− 1)!
[1− cos (πy)]i−1 [1 + cos (πy)]n−i sin (πy) I(0,1] (y) .

Algebraically expressing E [Yi] and V (Yi) appears difficult, so we use simulation to investigate V (Yi)

as n grows. Indeed, as claimed (but not proven) in [14], nV (Yi) approaches 1/π2 for all i. It should be

noted that the use of the arcsin as a variance-stabilizing transformation has a long history in statistics;

see, for example, the discussion in [24] for references, analysis and extensions that can improve its

performance in small samples.

Pointwise null bands are formed via simulation in an analogous way as done for Q-Q plots. As

a striking example of the effect of the transformation, the left panel of Figure 5 shows the S-P plot

applied to Cauchy data. Noticing that, with 1000 data points, (i) the S-P plot has a large amount of

“wasted space”, (ii) that it is somewhat difficult to see the outliers and (iii) that it is very difficult to see

any curvature in the null bands, one is behooved to plot the points on a straight line. This is simply

accomplished by plotting gi versus hi − gi (and also the null bands, minus gi) and is shown in the right

panel of Figure 5. We deem this the horizontal S-Pplot. Now, among other things, we can see that the

null bands are close to, but not of equal width, especially in the tails.

The top panels in Figure 6 show the horizontal S-P plot, using the same normal data sample as was

used in the Q-Q plots of Figure 2, with size 0.10 and 0.05 pointwise null bands obtained via simulation.

Comparison with the top panels in Figure 2 shows that the informational content of the Q-Q and S-P

plots are identical, in the sense that the location of each of the 50 points is the same with respect to the

null bands, either inside or outside. This holds for the case when we estimate the parameters and when

we use the true parameters.
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Figure 5. S-P plot for i.i.d. Cauchy data of sample size 1000, with null bands, obtained via

simulation, using a pointwise significance level of 0.01. The right panel is the same, but

using the horizontal format.
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Figure 6. (Top) Horizontal S-P plot using same random N(10, 2) sample of size n = 50 as

used in Figure 2 with 10% and 5% pointwise null bands obtained via simulation, using the

estimated parameters (left) and the true parameters (right) of the data. (Bottom) The same as

the top, but with constant width null bands.
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4.2. Modified S-P (MSP) Plots

For a given class of distributions, a specific parameter vector θ, a sample size n and a pointwise

significance level p, the null bands of the Q-Q plot could be computed once via simulation and stored as

two vectors in a lookup-table, but doing this for a variety of sample sizes and significance levels would

result in a massive amount of required storage. With S-P plots, if we are willing to assume that the width

of the band is constant over (0, 1) (it is not; see Figures 5 and 6; we deal with the consequences of this

below), then all we need to store is a single number. That is, for a given p, n and θ, we would calculate

the null bands and record only, say, the median of the n widths depicted in the plot; call this w(p;n,θ).

To illustrate its use, the bottom panels in Figure 6 use these constant-width null bands.

Once w(p;n,θ) is obtained, we no longer have to simulate to get the null bands, but instead just

generate them simply as:

gi ± w(p;n,θ)/2, (4)

where w is a function of p. It should be clear that, for location-scale families, the values of the

location and scale parameters do not change the widths. As such, in the subsequent development for

approximating w, we can omit the mention of θ.

The left panel of Figure 7 shows the width as a function of p for the normal distribution and three

sample sizes, computed using 50,000 replications and using a tight grid of value of p from 0.002 to 0.15.

We could store all of these plotted points in a lookup table, but there is an even better way. Some trial

and error show that each curve is virtually perfectly fit (with a regression R2 of over 0.9999) using the

function of the pointwise significance level p given by:

w(p;n) ≈ b1 + b2p+ b3p
1/2 + b4p

1/3, (5)

where the coefficients depend on the sample size n and are given in Table 1.

Table 1. Coefficients for regression in (5).

n \ coef b1 b2 b3 b4

20 0.53830 −0.41414 1.25704 −1.43734

50 0.35515 −0.33988 0.95000 −1.02478

100 0.26000 −0.24000 0.70463 −0.76308

Thus, for each sample size, only four numbers need to be stored to get the null bands corresponding

to any pointwise significance level in the range from 0.002 to 0.15. We can do this for numerous sample

sizes and store the values. However, there is an even better way. If each of the the resulting bi coefficients,

i = 1, 2, 3, 4, as a function of n, is “smooth enough”, then we can fit each one as a function of n.

This turns out to be the case, and so, they can be used to give the bi coefficients for any n in the chosen
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range, for which we used a grid of values from n = 10 to n = 500. Even more conveniently, each bi can

be well modeled with the same set of regressors, and we get the following result:




b1

b2

b3

b4


 ≈




−0.002249 2.732572 −1.080870 −0.750621

−0.072228 −0.577005 −18.465466 52.692956

0.044074 6.544420 8.157051 −41.295102

−0.006993 −8.042349 1.344564 15.781063







1

n−1/2

n−1

n−3/2


 . (6)

These bi are then used in (5) to get the width.

Observe that there are two levels of approximation, (5) and (6). To confirm that the method works,

overlaid in the left panel of Figure 7 are the approximate widths obtained from using both (5) and (6).

There is no optical difference. Use of this approximation allows us to instantly compute the S-P plot

for normal data (with sample size between 10 and 500) and with any null bands with any pointwise

significance level in [0.002, 0.15].

We coin the horizontal S-P plot with constant-width null bands computed using the outlined

approximation method the modified S-P plot, or MSP plot. One seeming caveat of the method is that it

assumes the validity of using a constant width for the null bands, which, from Figure 6, is clearly not

fully justified. This fact, however, becomes irrelevant if we wish to construct the mapping s(p, n) to

simultaneous coverage, because, through the simulation to get s(p, n), the actual simultaneous coverage

corresponding to a chosen value of p is elicited, even if this value of p would be slightly different if

we were to use the correct pointwise null bands. Looked at in another way, once s(p, n) is computed

using the (approximation via (5) and (6) to the) constant width null bands, for a given s0, we recover

that value p0, such that, when used for the pointwise null bands with constant width, we get the desired

simultaneous coverage. It is irrelevant that p0 is not precisely the true pointwise significance level for

each of the n points; remember, we just use some pointwise null bands to get what we want: correct

simultaneous coverage. However, while the simultaneous coverage will indeed be correct, the power

of the resulting test will perhaps not be as high as having used the actual, non-constant null bands. As

an extreme case, imagine using the Q-Q test with constant null bands; the power would presumably

be abysmal.

The benefit of using this method is that the inner loop of the nested simulation is replaced by an

instantaneous calculation, so that the determination of s(p, n) for a vector of p and fixed n takes less

than a minute, from which we obtain the pointwise value p0 from linear interpolation. The results for

three sample sizes are shown in the right panel of Figure 7. For example, for n = 100, we should use a

pointwise significance level of p0 = 0.03575 to get a simultaneous one of 0.05. Not shown is the graph

for n = 200; we would use 0.02322.
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Figure 7. (Left) The solid, dashed and dash-dot lines are the widths for the pointwise null

bands of the normal MSP plot, as a function of the pointwise significance level p, computed

using simulation with 50,000 replications. The overlaid dotted curves are the same, but

having used the instantaneously-computed approximation from (5) and (6). There is no

optical difference between the simulated and the approximation. (Right) For the normal

MSP plot, the mapping between pointwise and simultaneous significance levels using sample

size n.

4.3. MSP Test for Normality

Continuing the discussion in the preceding section, a test of size α for normality simply consists

of rejecting the null hypothesis if any of the plotted points in the MSP plot lie outside the appropriate

simultaneous null bands. We coin this the MSP test (for composite normality). While the calculation

of the s function is indeed fast, there is, yet again, an even better way. For a fixed α, we compute the

pointwise significance values p0 corresponding to each sample size in a tight grid of n-values, using high

precision (we used 500,000 replications), and then fit the resulting values as a linear function of various

powers of n. For example, with α = 0.05, this yields (and requiring all of the significant digits shown):

p0 = 0.01149009− 0.00000496n− 0.12946828n−1/2 + 5.91761206n−2/2

−26.24384775n−3/2 + 51.04722197n−4/2 − 35.10748101n−5/2, 10 ≤ n ≤ 500.

This was also done for α = 0.01 and α = 0.10. For values of α different than 0.01, 0.05 and 0.10, or

sample sizes outside the range 10 ≤ n ≤ 500, simulation is used to get the correct value of p0.

With the massive increase in speed for calculating the null bands, we can also perform the power

calculations similar to those shown in Figure 4 for the Q-Q test, but now in a matter of seconds. Figure 8

shows the results based on a significance level of 0.05, as in Figure 4. From the plot, we immediately

confirm that the MSP test has the correct size, confirming the discussion above regarding use of the

(approximate) constant-width null bands and as a check on all of the approximations used to calculate

p0. Comparing Figures 4 and 8, we see that the Q-Q test has higher power against Student’s t, but the

MSP test has higher power against the skew normal. In fact, the MSP test has even higher power than the

JB test for normality (see Section 5.1 below) against this alternative for larger values of λ. For example,

MSP has substantially higher power for n = 50 and λ > 3, as well as for n = 100 and λ > 3.5.
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In addition to modeling p0 as a function of n in order to obtain the correct widths to conduct a 0.10-,

0.05- and 0.01-level test, it is useful to also have (an approximation to) the p-value of the test; we will

require it below in Section 6.1. One way of accomplishing this would be obtain p0 not just for α levels

0.10, 0.05 and 0.01, but for a large grid of significance levels between zero and one, and take the p-value

to be the smallest significance level, such that the null hypothesis of normality can be rejected. Unless the

grid of α-values has a very high resolution (entailing quite some computation and storage), the resulting

p-value will not be very accurate. Instead, we consider another way.

Recall that the MSP test rejects the null hypothesis if any of the plotted points in the MSP plot lie

outside the appropriate simultaneous null bands (4). By construction, this is equivalent to rejecting if

TMSP > w/2, where TMSP is the test statistic defined by:

TMSP = max |h− g|, (7)

and h and g are the vectors formed from values in (3).
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Figure 8. Power of the MSP test for normality, for three different sample sizes, and

the Student’s t alternative (left) and skew normal alternative (right), based on one million

replications.

For a given sample size n, we simulate a large number of test statistics, generated under the null.

Then, for an actual dataset X = (X1, . . . , Xn), its p-value is the fraction of those simulated test statistics

that exceed TMSP(X). Doing this takes about 100 s with one million replications and, worse, will deliver

a different p-value each time the method is used, with the same dataset X. Fortunately, there is a better

way: Figure 9 shows the kernel density (solid line) of n×TMSP, for two sample sizes, n = 10 and n = 50.

Remarkably, and as an amusing coincidence, the distribution strongly resembles that of a location-scale

skew normal. The dashed lines in the plots show the best fitted location-scale skew normal densities; the

match is striking. In particular, using the MLE, we obtain asymmetry parameter λ̂ = 2.6031, location

parameter µ̂ = 0.6988 and scale parameter ĉ = 0.3783 for n = 10 and λ̂ = 2.7962, µ̂ = 2.2282 and

ĉ = 1.0378 for n = 50. By using other sample sizes, up to n = 500, we confirm that the skew normal

yields an extremely accurate approximation to the true distribution of TMSP under the null for all sample

sizes between 10 and (at least) 500.
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Figure 9. Kernel density and fitted skew normal distribution of sample size n times the MSP

test statistic (7), computed under the null, and based on one million replications.

Thus, for a given sample size, all we would need is to store the three parameters. Then, for an actual

dataset X = (X1, . . . , Xn), the p-value is 1 − FSN(TMSP(X); λ̂n, µ̂n, ĉn). As with the modeling of p0

as a function of n, we can compress this information further by conducting this simulation for a range

of sample sizes, obtaining the skew normal MLE for each and then fitting a polynomial model in n to

each of the three parameters λ̂n, µ̂n and ĉn. This was successful, using the same regressors as were used

for p0.

To assess the quality of the approximation, we simulate one million p-values, under the null of

normality, based on n = 50. The resulting histogram is shown in the left panel of Figure 10. Having used

so many replications, we are able to discern a pattern in the bars and, thus, a discrepancy with a uniform

one, though the approximation is still clearly accurate, and certainly adequate for our purposes. The

right panel of Figure 10 shows the resulting p-values when having used a Student’s t distribution with

eight degrees of freedom instead of the normal one (and again n = 50). Now, the p-values pile up closer

to zero. The fraction that is less than 0.05, in this case 0.130, gives the power of the 5% test with this

sample size and alternative.
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Figure 10. One million p-values from the MSP test with n = 50, under the null (left) and

for a t(8) alternative (right).
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Notice that, once we can approximate the distribution of (n times) the test statistic, its 1−α quantile,

divided by n, is w/2, and we could do away with the approximation for p0 for α = 0.10, 0.05 and 0.01.

However, while the skew normal approximation to TMSP is very good, it is not exact, and so, this method

is not as accurate as using our initial method to get the correct p0 and w for the three most common

values of α. Thus, we use it only for values of α which are not equal to 0.01, 0.05 or 0.10.

4.4. Modified Percentile (Fowlkes-MP) Plots

Fowlkes [13] pointed out that the normal Q-Q plot is not particularly sensitive to a mixture of (two)

normal distributions when the means of the components are not well separated. To address this, he

suggested plotting the standardized order statistics zi = (yi−µ̂)/σ̂ versus Φ(zi)−ti, i = 1, . . . , n, where

Φ is the standard normal CDF. Observe how the zi are quantiles, while Φ(zi) and ti are probabilities,

so in a sense, this is a cross between a P-P and a Q-Q plot. We call this (differing from Fowlkes [13],

but in line with Roeder [25] (p. 488)) the (normal) Fowlkes modified percentile plot or just the (normal)

Fowlkes-MP plot. As with all such goodness of fit plots, their utility is questionable without having

sensible null bands. No such procedure was suggested by Fowlkes [13] to remedy this.

Observe that, unlike the P-P, Q-Q and MSP plots, the quantities on the x-axis of the Fowlkes-MP plot

are functions of the Yi (and not just n), so that the usual method we used for simulating to get the null

bands would result in a band not for a ti = F̂emp(Yi) (as in P-P) or F−1
fit (ti; θ̂) (as in Q-Q), but rather

for an order statistic, zi, whose x-coordinate changes with each sample. The resulting null bands are

extremely wide and of little value. A feasible alternative is to compute lower and upper horizontal lines,

like with the MSP plot, which have the desired simultaneous significance level.

This idea was used to approximate the widths of the null bands corresponding to simultaneous

significance levels of 0.01, 0.05 and 0.10 as a function of the sample size, similar to what was done

for the MSP test. Then, we can generate the Fowlkes-MP plot and return the result of the hypothesis test

at the three usual levels, which we deem the Fowlkes-MP test for normality.

To illustrate, the top left panel of Figure 11 shows the Fowlkes-MP plot, with null bands, for a normal

random sample with n = 100. The top right shows the MSP plot for the same data. The random sample

of normal data was found with trial and error, such that the MSP normal test rejects at the 10% level, but

not at the 5%. This can be seen from the MSP plot (top right), in which one data point exceeds the lower

10% line. In the corresponding Fowlkes-MP plot (top left) using the same data, there is one data point

that is indeed very close to its lower 10% line.

The bottom two panels of Figure 11 are similar, but using 100 observations from a two-component

mixed normal distribution, with µ1 = −0.1, µ2 = 0, σ1 = 3, σ2 = 1, λ1 = 0.4 and λ2 = 0.6 (these

parameters being typical for daily financial returns data). We see that both plots are able to signal that

the data are not normally distributed.
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Figure 11. Normal Fowlkes-MP (left) and normal MSP (right) plots, with simultaneous null

bands, for normal data (top) and mixed normal data (bottom).

Now, turning to power comparisons, our usual two plots are given in Figure 12. With respect to the

Student’s t alternative, the Fowlkes-MP test performs the same as the KD test, which was not particularly

good. Against the skew normal, the Fowlkes-MP test again performs the same as the KD test, which was

dominated by the U2, W 2 and MSP tests. Based on these alternatives, the Fowlkes-MP test is not

impressive. In fact, its power must be identical to that of KD test, because it is based on precisely the

fitted and empirical CDFs. In fact, the equality of their powers for Student’s t and skew normal cases

provides confirmation that the Fowlkes-MP test was implemented correctly.
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Figure 12. Power of Fowlkes-MP test for normality, for three different sample sizes

and the Student’s t alternative (left) and skew normal alternative (right), based on

one million replications.
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4.5. Power Comparisons Against Two-Component Mixed Normal Alternative

In light of Fowlkes [13] motivation for his goodness of fit plot, it remains to be seen how the normal

Fowlkes-MP test (or, equivalently, the KD test) performs with mixed normal alternatives. We restrict

attention to the two-component mixed normal, with three sets of parameters. The first, denoted No. 1,

uses the parameters mentioned above, which are typical for financial returns data. Parameter set No. 2

takes µ1 = µ2 = 0, σ1 = 2, σ2 = 1, λ1 = λ2 = 0.5, and No. 3 takes µ1,2 = ±1.25, σ1 = σ2 = 1,

λ1 = λ2 = 0.5. The results are shown in Table 2. We immediately confirm that the KD and Fowlkes-MP

tests are identical. The U2 test clearly dominates in Models 1 and 3, while JB (see Section 5.1 below)

has the highest power for Model 2, though U2 also performs well in this case.

With respect to the tests which derive from graphical methods, MSP and Fowlkes-MP have virtually

equal power for No. 1, are very close for No. 2 and are mildly different for No. 3, with Fowlkes-MP

being better. Thus, as a graphical tool, Fowlkes [13] method, augmented with correct error bounds, does

have value for detecting the presence of mixtures. In terms of power, however, it is equivalent to the

KD and is clearly dominated by U2. We also use the Pearson X2
P test: simulations were conducted to

construct a X2
P with near-correct size and to find the optimal number of bins for power against Student’s t

and, separately, the skew normal. When using this test, we find that it exhibits quite low power compared

to the other tests.

Table 2. Comparison of power for various normal tests of size 0.05, using the

two-component mixed normal distribution as the alternative, obtained via simulation with

one million replications for each model and based on two sample sizes, n = 100 and

n = 200. Model No. 0 is the normal distribution, used to serve as a check on the size.

The entry with the highest power for each alternative model and sample size n is marked

in boldface. Entries with a power lower than the nominal/actual value of 0.05, indicating a

biased test, are in italics.

Model \ Test n KD AD W2 U2 MSP F–MP JB X2
P

No. 0 (Normal) 100 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050

No. 1 (Finance) 100 0.799 0.712 0.916 0.924 0.799 0.798 0.890 0.635

No. 2 (Equal Means) 100 0.198 0.322 0.298 0.309 0.216 0.197 0.417 0.127

No. 3 (Equal Vars) 100 0.303 0.001 0.400 0.439 0.250 0.302 0.039 0.191

No. 0 (Normal) 200 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050

No. 1 (Finance) 200 0.983 0.881 0.997 0.998 0.973 0.983 0.994 0.940

No. 2 (Equal Means) 200 0.358 0.430 0.523 0.545 0.328 0.358 0.642 0.225

No. 3 (Equal Vars) 200 0.593 0.000 0.756 0.789 0.492 0.594 0.428 0.394

Finally, observe how, in Model No. 3 (different means, equal variances), the AD (for both sample

sizes) and JB (just for n = 100) tests have power lower than the size of the test; these are our first

examples of biased tests. Their performance is justifiable: for the AD test, recall that it places more

weight, relative to the KD statistic, onto the tails of the distribution and, therefore, less in the center,

where the deviation from normality for this model is most pronounced. Indeed, the opposite effect holds
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under the fatter-tailed alternative No. 2, in which case AD has higher power than the KD. Similarly, the

JB statistic relies on skewness and kurtosis, which are not features of this model.

5. Further Tests for Composite Normality

5.1. Jarque-Bera Test

We briefly discuss the popular Jarque and Bera [26] test for composite normality and show its power.

The test statistic is given by:

JB =
n

6

(
skew2 +

(kurt−3)2

4

)
, (8)

where n is the sample size and skew and kurt are the usual sample counterparts of the theoretical

skewness and kurtosis, respectively. The idea of using the sample skewness and kurtosis for testing

normality goes back at least to [27,28]. Takemura et al. [29] provide theoretical insight into why this

test performs well.

As n → ∞, the test statistic has a χ2(2) distribution under the null hypothesis, but deviates from this

in small samples, so that simulation is necessary to get the exact cutoff values. While these have been

tabulated in the older literature for a set of sample sizes, a modern computing environment allows a far

more accurate tabulation of such values, over finer grids, so that table lookup and linear interpolation

can be used to get highly accurate cutoff values and also deliver an approximate p-value of the test.

Unfortunately, MATLAB’s implementation only returns p-values, which are less than or equal to 0.5.

While this is indeed adequate for the traditional application of applying the test to a particular dataset

and then using the resulting p-value as a measure of evidence against the null (values above 0.5 being

unequivocally in favor of not rejecting the null), we detail an application below in Section 6.1 that

requires the correct p-value.

To obtain this, we can proceed as follows. For a particular sample size, say n = 50, simulate a big

number, b, of JB test statistics under the null, J1, . . . , Jb. We take b to be 10 million. Then, for any given

dataset of length n = 50 and JB test statistic T , the approximate JB, the p-value is given by the fraction

of the Ji that exceeds T . While this works, computing the latter fraction is relatively slow, and so, a

simulation study that uses this method takes a comparatively long time. Instead, we can attempt to fit a

very flexible parametric density to the distribution of the Ji, similar to having fit the skew normal to the

MSP test statistic. For this, we use the generalized asymmetric t, or GAt, density:

fGAt (z; d, ν, θ) = K ×





(
1 +

(−z · θ)d
ν

)−(ν+ 1

d
)

, if z < 0,

(
1 +

(z/θ)d

ν

)−(ν+ 1

d
)

, if z ≥ 0,

(9)

d, ν, θ ∈ R>0, along with location u and scale c. This is noteworthy because limiting cases include

the GED and hence the Laplace and normal, while Student’s t (and, thus, the Cauchy) distributions are

special cases. For θ > 1 (θ < 1), the distribution is skewed to the right (left), while for θ = 1, it

is symmetric. See [30] (p. 273) for further details, including expressions for the moments, expected

shortfall and, as used here, the CDF.
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The left panel of Figure 13 shows the kernel density estimate of the log of the 10 million Ji values

and a fitted (by MLE) GAt density, with estimated parameters d̂ = 1.3727, v̂ = 9.2617, θ̂ = 0.7633,

µ̂ = 0.3432, ĉ = 1.0971. The fit appears excellent. To compare, the right panel of Figure 13 shows, along

with the kernel density, a fitted asymmetric stable density and a fitted noncentral Student’s t. The GAt

is clearly better. Moreover, unlike these and other competing fat-tailed distributions, the GAt has a

closed-form expression for its CDF and is thus fast to evaluate. In particular, the p-value corresponding

to a JB test statistic T of any dataset of length n = 50 can be (virtually instantly) approximated as

1− FGAt(log T ; d̂, v̂, θ̂, µ̂, ĉ).
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Figure 13. Kernel density estimate (solid) of the log of the JB test statistic, under the null of

normality and using a sample size of n = 50, based on 10 million replications (and having

used MATLAB’s ksdensity function with 300 equally spaced points). (Left) The fitted

generalized asymmetric t (GAt) density (dashed); (right) fitted noncentral t (dashed) and

asymmetric stable (dash-dot).

To assess the quality of the approximation, the left panel of Figure 14 shows a histogram of one

million p-values from the JB test under the null, based on n = 50 and the GAt approximation. Similar to

the histogram of the MSP p-values in Figure 10, having used this many replications, its deviation from

uniformity is apparent. In this case, however, it is clearly not as accurate as the approximation for the

MSP p-values. Fortunately, attaining more accuracy at little or no cost is easy: we can fit a mixture of

two GAt distributions (this having 11 parameters). Its PDF and CDF are just weighted sums of GAt

PDFs and CDFs, respectively, so that evaluation of the CDF is no more involved than that of the GAt.

Conducting this and plotting the histogram yields the right panel of Figure 14, demonstrating that the fit

of the two-component GAt mixture is much better than the single GAt.

We turn now to the power of the JB test with size 0.05 (note that, in our simulation, to compute the

power, we do not require the method for computing approximate p-values; we only need to compare the

JB test statistic to the appropriate cutoff value, which is already conveniently and accurately provided

by MATLAB). Our customary power plots are given in Figure 15. Among all of the normality tests so

far presented, the JB test has the highest power against the Student’s t alternative and fairs well against

the skew normal, though it does not dominate the Q-Q, W 2 and MSP tests. See Section 6.2 below for an

ordering of the tests in terms of power.
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Figure 14. Simulated p-values of the JB test statistic, based on one million replications,

using the GAt approximation (left) and the two-component GAt mixture (right).
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Figure 15. Power of JB test for normality, for three different sample sizes, and Student’s t

alternative (left) and skew normal alternative (right), based on 100,000 replications.

5.2. Ghosh Graphical Test

Another graphical method for i.i.d. normality, based on the (third derivative of the log of the empirical)

moment generating function (MGF) was proposed and studied by Ghosh [15]. It also yields a test statistic

and, as it is based on the MGF, will be consistent. The test is asymptotically size-correct, and simulation

shows that the actual sizes of the 5% test are 0.030, 0.050 and 0.060, for sample sizes n = 20, 50 and

100, respectively. The associated power curves are given in Figure 16. Considering the n = 50 case, as it

has nearly the correct size, we see that the power is a bit lower compared to the JB test for the Student’s

t alternative, while for the skew normal, the power is very close to that of JB. Compared to the MSP test,

Ghosh has considerably more power against Student’s t and higher power for the skew normal for very

small values of λ, though as λ increases, MSP dominates.
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Figure 16. Power of the test of [15] for normality, for three different sample sizes, and

the Student’s t alternative (left) and skew normal alternative (right), based on 100,000

replications.

5.3. Information-Theoretic Distribution Test

Stengos and Wu [16] provide two, very easily computable, test statistics for normality, denoted

KL1 and KL2, based on concepts from information theory, maximum entropy and Kullback-Leibler

Information. The tests are size-correct asymptotically, and from the right panel of the power graphs in

Figure 17 below, for λ = 0, we can see that the actual size for KL1 is very close to the nominal. Their

KL2 test had slightly lower power against Student’s t and virtually the same power against the skew

normal. As such, we omit showing the graphs for KL2. With respect to power against Student’s t, KL1

and Ghosh perform very similarly, with neither completely dominating the other. For skew normal, while

not fully dominating, KL1 overall performs better. Compared to the MSP test for the skew normal, we

find that, for small λ, KL1 has slightly higher power, but as λ grows, MSP dominates.
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Figure 17. Power of the KL1 test for normality, for three different sample sizes, and

the Student’s t alternative (left) and skew normal alternative (right), based on 100,000

replications.
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6. Combining Tests and Power Envelopes

Tests with yet higher power can be constructed by appropriate combining of existing tests. Section 6.1

discusses the method for constructing a combined test, such that the two tests are not independent; the

brief Section 6.2 states the results of a horse race of power comparisons for testing composite normality;

and Section 6.3 examines power envelopes for the two alternatives that we consider.

6.1. Combining Tests

Once we have several tests at our disposal that are not perfectly correlated, we are naturally inclined to

entertain ways of combining them, which yield tests of higher power than their constituent components.

Let us first assume we have k = 2 independent tests of some null hypothesis. For a given dataset, they

yield p-values of, say, p1 = 0.11 and p2 = 0.15. While neither is below any of the traditional significance

levels, the fact that two independent tests both have a relatively low p-value might still be evidence that

the null hypothesis is questionable. Indeed, if we have k such independent tests, then, under the null,

their p-values should be an i.i.d. sample of k values from a Unif(0, 1) distribution. If they tend to cluster

more towards zero, then this is certainly evidence that the null hypothesis may be false. One might be

tempted to look at the maximum of p1, . . . , pk, whose distribution is easily computed. However, this is

throwing information away, as easily seen by considering the two cases p1 = p2 = p3 = 0.06, p4 = 0.4

and p1 = p2 = p3 = 0.38, p4 = 0.4. A similar argument holds when considering just the minimum or

the minimum and maximum. To incorporate all of the p-values, one idea would be to take their product,

which, under the null, is their joint CDF. We use the log transformation (any monotonic transformation

could be used), so we get the sum of logs of the p-values. A test based on this product, which we refer to

as a joint test, would then deliver a p-value commensurate with the distribution of the log sum. It is well

known and easy to show that −2 times the sum of the log of the p-values follows a χ2
2k distribution. As we

work with the negative of (two-times) this sum, we reject for large values. Our application unfortunately,

but typically, involves tests that are not independent, so that the exact distribution of the sum of logs of

the p-values is not χ2
2k.

With the ability to quickly and accurately approximate the p-values of the MSP and JB tests, we can

easily determine the performance of the joint MSP + JB test. The first step is to compute S1, . . . , SB,

where the Si are i.i.d., each being the sum of the log of the MSP and JB p-values, computed for a normal

sample of length n = 50, and B is a big number; we use 100,000. Once these are computed, we can

calculate the power of the joint test as follows. For a particular dataset (of length 50) with MSP and JB

p-values pMSP and pJB, respectively, the p-value of the joint test, pMSP+JB, is computed as the fraction

of Si that is less than log pMSP + log pJB. This is conducted for numerous datasets, and the fraction of

pMSP+JB that is less than 0.05 is the power of the joint test.

Figure 18 shows the results of doing this, with 100,000 replications, for the Student’s t and skew

normal alternatives. Overlaid in the plots are the powers of the MSP test and JB tests. The first thing

to confirm is that the size of the joint test is correct. Regarding power, we see that the joint test has

lower power than the JB for the Student’s t alternative, but much higher than MSP. For the skew normal

alternative, the joint test has higher power than both MSP and JB tests, over the entire range of λ that
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we considered and substantially so in the “middle range” where MSP and JB have the same power.

This clearly demonstrates that the method can result in a better test against some alternatives.
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Figure 18. Power of the MSP, JB and joint tests for composite normality, using n = 50 and

based on 100,000 replications.

The Stengos and Wu [16] test also delivers a quickly-computed p-value, so that we can entertain

combining it with the MSP and JB tests, in a similar way as described above, so that a total of three tests

are used. Somewhat disappointingly, the resulting power for the skew normal was very close to that of

the previous (two-factor) joint test, with only a very slight increase in power for smaller values of λ. For

the power against Student’s t, the three-factor test indeed has higher power than the two-factor test for

all degrees of freedom considered, but still has power less than the JB test. As such, we do not report the

graphs.

Remark: An obvious way of generating several tests that are definitely independent under the null is

to split the sample up into subsets and perform some (say, MSP) test on each of them. For example, with

n = 500 and k = 2 equally-sized subsets, we get the two p-values, p1 and p2, referring, respectively, to

the first and second halves of the data. We reject the null at the 5% level if −2(log p1+log p2) < c, where

c is the 95% quantile of the χ2
4 distribution. With the fast approximation of the p-value of the MSP test

for any sample size between 10 and 500, we can easily and quickly confirm that this test has the correct

size. However, its power against a skew normal with λ = 1.5 is 0.40, whereas the power based on the

test using the entire sample is 0.47. Similarly, with k = 4, the power is 0.32. Thus, it appears that we

cannot extract more power out of the test by splitting the sample.

6.2. Power Comparisons for Testing Composite Normality

Having now seen several tests for the null hypothesis of composite normality, we can summarize their

relative performance. Denote the Ghosh test as G, with obvious notation for the other tests. With respect

to the Student’s t alternative, the various tests can be ordered in terms of power as:

X2
P <> KD = F–MP ≺ MSP ≺ W 2 = U2 ≺ Q-Q ≺ AD <> G <> KL1 ≺ JB (10)

where A ≺ B indicates that B has higher power than A; A <> B indicates that A and B have similar

power, with one exceeding the other under some conditions (sample size and alternative), and vice versa;
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and A = B means that the powers of A and Bare, or appear to be, theoretically equal. For the skew

normal alternative, we have:

AD ≺ X2
P ≺ KD = F–MP ≺ U2 <> Q-Q <> JB <> G <> W 2 <> KL1 <> MSP ≺ Joint, (11)

where Joint refers to the joint test MSP + JB, introduced in Section 6.1 above.

It is crucial to keep in mind that these results are based on having used just the three sample sizes

n = 20, 50 and 100 and size α = 0.05, except the result for the Joint test, which only used n = 50 and

α = 0.05. The point here is not to make definitive comparisons, but rather to illustrate the enormous

discrepancy between orderings (10) and (11), as well as those pertaining to the various two-component

mixed normal alternatives from Table 2, emphasizing the important point that the power of a test can

strongly depend on the alternative hypothesis.

6.3. Most Powerful Tests and Power Envelopes

The fact that there is not a single test that dominates with respect to two alternatives implies that

none of these tests is most powerful for testing composite normality. Note that, asymptotically, the

maximum likelihood ratio test, or LRT, is most powerful against a specific alternative. This can be used

for obtaining approximate power envelopes, i.e., the locus of points that gives, for a particular distribution

indexed by parameter λ, the supremum of the power of all hypothesis tests for a given sample size n and

test size α. We can then assess how close our considered tests, for that particular alternative, are to

the envelope.

For a particular sample size, we obtain the correct 5% cutoff value for the LRT via simulation, for

which we used 100,000 replications, and based on that cutoff value, 10,000 replications were used to

determine the power under each alternative considered. The right panel of Figure 19 overlays the power

of the MSP test for normality with the power envelope from the LRT with the skew normal as the

specific alternative. We see that the LRT has blatantly higher power against the skew normal alternative.

Upon looking at the large increase in power, one might be inclined to believe that this LRT (with its

specific skew normal alternative) will still have high power as a general test for normality against a

non-specific alternative. While this might hold for alternatives that are somehow “similar” to the skew

normal, it will not be true in general. Indeed, as Thode [23] (p. 7) warns in this context: “Some tests,

such as the likelihood ratio tests and most powerful location and scale invariant tests, were derived for

detecting a specific alternative to normality. ... The disadvantages of these tests are that ... they may

not be efficient as tests of normality if in fact neither the null nor the specified alternative hypotheses

are correct.”

The left panel of Figure 19 shows the power of the JB test (8) against Student’s t(v), with the

corresponding power envelope based on the LRT using Student’s t as the specific alternative. In this

case, particularly for smaller samples, the difference in power is not that great, indicating that the JB test

is close to being the most powerful test of normality for Student’s t alternatives and probably among the

most powerful tests for general fat-tailed alternatives.
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Figure 19. (Left) The power of the JB test (8) against the alternative of a Student’s t(v)

(lines with circles; same power curves as given in the left panel of Figure 15), along with

the power of the likelihood ratio test (using Student’s t as the specific alternative), based on

10,000 replications. (Right) The power of the MSP test for normality against the alternative

of skew normal (lines with circles; same power curves as in the right panel of Figure 8), along

with the power of the likelihood ratio test (using the skew normal as the specific alternative),

based on 10,000 replications.

7. Conclusions

Testing for univariate (composite) normality is undoubtedly one of the cornerstone elements of

statistical inference. Besides enjoying a long, illustrious history, research continues on the topic, as seen

from the recent references contained herein. As discussed in the introduction, the methods might be even

more relevant in light of applications with non-Gaussian data, particulary in finance, in which hundreds

or thousands of univariate data sets are used to build up a multivariate model. In these models, a test

for multivariate normality is not required; but rather, only univariate. With the appropriate scale filtering

and transformations, tests for composite i.i.d. normality for the univariate series are applicable, and,

given the large number of data sets, it becomes very useful if the test statistics and associated p-values

can be nearly instantaneously computed. In this paper, we develop such a test, called MSP, which is

also size-correct and more powerful than all considered competitors against skew-normal alternatives,

as well as being reasonably powerful against fat-tailed alternatives. For testing against the latter, the JB

test continues to be the most powerful test considered herein. As such, we also develop a method to

accurately and instantaneously deliver its p-value. This was then used to form a new test which combine

p values from MSP and JB to deliver a size-correct test which has yet higher power for asymmetric

alternatives than the MSP.
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